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Details of Visit:

Author: Tubby
Location 2: Northants
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 24 November 2002 4:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hour
Amount Paid: 170
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Big Boobed, Bummed, Tummed Masseuse.
Website: http://www.bethdeboers.com

The Premises:

Hotel near Warren Street tube just north of Euston Road. Beth has been rude about the hotel in a
board post. It was the best she could do. It was OK just not up to her standards. Even so it was way
better than most parlours and anyway the sex more than made up for any deficiencies in the
surroundings.

The Lady:

Beth is a very attractive BBW as I guess is well known by now. Twinkling eyes and a radiant smile
and, as she says herself, big boobs, butt and tum for you to come. The 40DDs and soft fair skinned
(?5'4"?) body all built for comfort.

The Story:

I wanted to try a "BBW" (not being skinny myself, Tubby is a descriptive moniker) and Beth also
advertised the service of videoing the action (bring your own video camera, guys) so when I found
out she was touring in London, I was keen to arrange to meet her.

Making the arrangements was a pleasure. Beth is charming and straightforward, doing all that is
needed to put a client at his ease. On the day, a nice touch, she was waiting in the hotel lobby to
meet me ? maybe it?s for own security as well but I liked to be greeted.

Beth insists on her men showering before anything gets going which I was very happy to do. (She
was lusciously clean and fresh herself. The video was set up and left on a tripod so it didn't intrude
on our fun and we began. Beth started with luscious full body making good use of her hands and all
of her other soft assets. We switched over to me massaging her and moved seamlessly into hornier
action. She gives great oral without and gets very wet so there was much mutual pleasuring before
she rubbered me up and we got into a number of very satisfying positions some fast and some slow
before finishing the first round with some enthusiastic anal which she enjoyed as much as I did.

From then on it was a blur of oral, 69, and a lot of other stuff I remember clearly now because I?ve
seen the movie!!! I don?t need to describe it in detail. I shall just say she has fantastic technique
and gives every appearance of enjoying herself greatly. We're not just talking sound effects here,
she can't fake getting wet and wild. We giggled together and had a load of fun.
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A shower to finish (in a better hotel it would have been a bigger shower that we could have properly
shared and I?m sure that would have been a very sensuous finale, but never mind) and with the
time well past an hour we chatted over a drink for some time. I was happy to give Beth a lift to the
station for her train home. We parted like friends and I look forward to sampling her ample delights
on her future London visits
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